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AGENDA ITEM 25


GENERAL DEBATE AND CONSIDERATION OF THE DRAFT RESOLUTION (A/C.1/L.247) (concluded)

1. Mr. BUDO (Albania) noted that scientists everywhere and world public opinion had greeted with enthusiasm and awe the victory won by Soviet scientists in October 1957, when they had launched the first artificial earth satellite, thus inaugurating a new era: the era of interplanetary travel and the exploration of outer space. Since that event, there had been tremendous scientific progress as a result of the efforts of Soviet and United States scientists.

2. While scientists were making great strides in helping man to master nature, and were creating opportunities for him to live a prosperous life, the man in the street was wondering how it was that statesmen were not yet capable of effecting a peaceful settlement of current international problems. Nevertheless, the first signs of a relaxation of tension were visible in international relations as a result of the efforts of the peace-loving States and political leaders who wanted peace: there had been gradual progress towards the peaceful settlement of international problems and the establishment of the conditions necessary for mutual confidence, coexistence and co-operation, and towards peaceful competition between States with different social systems. Consequently, there was reason to hope that, by their interaction, politics and science would work together for the well-being of all peoples.

3. The agreement reached outside the First Committee on the composition of the new committee on the peaceful uses of outer space represented a very important step forward towards international co-operation in that new field. Since the conquest of outer space was of concern to all mankind, it was essential for the various States to enjoy equitable representation in the committee so that they might contribute to the common undertaking. The Albanian delegation therefore supported the twelve-Power draft resolution (A/C.1/L.247), which was the product of a compromise. On the other hand, it would not be able to vote for the Belgian amendment (A/C.1/L.248): since outer space was to be explored and used collectively for the benefit of all peoples and of future generations, the door should be left open for the broadest possible world co-operation.

4. Mr. WALDHEIM (Austria) was glad that the Soviet Union and the United States had agreed on the establishment of a committee on the peaceful uses of outer space as provided in the draft resolution. Austria was to serve as a member of the new committee and appreciated that token of confidence in it. Although it was a small country, it was none the less perfectly capable of contributing to the committee's work in the scientific as well as in the legal field. An Austrian study group had been dealing with astronautics for some time.

5. International co-operation in the peaceful uses of outer space was indispensable because it would be disastrous for the Powers possessing space vehicles to be divided on that vital question. As further progress was made, it became increasingly urgent to regulate the technical and legal aspects of the use of outer space for peaceful purposes. The establishment of the new committee therefore assumed special importance and it was to be hoped that it would pave the way for the conclusion of a treaty on the question. Moreover, the proposed international scientific conference would lead to a better understanding of the various aspects of the question and, like the United Nations International Conferences on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, would be an important step towards more fruitful international co-operation in the field of science.

6. The draft resolution laid the foundation for closer co-operation between the two Powers that had contributed most to the exploration of space and enabled other countries to make their contribution. Accordingly, the Austrian delegation would unreservedly support it.

7. Mr. RODRIGUEZ FABREGAT (Uruguay) said that man, impelled by his creative genius, having examined and explored the earth, was thrusting into another world. Consequently, the United Nations was planning to study means for the peaceful uses of outer space so that the impetus of science might serve the higher interests of mankind.

8. The main object of the twelve-Power draft resolution was to establish a committee composed of twenty-four members. If it was voted on in parts, the Uruguayan delegation would be unable to vote in favour of all the countries designated in paragraph 1 of part A. In particular, owing to prevailing circumstances, it could not support the inclusion of Hungary because that inclusion would be somewhat premature, to say the least. Subject to that reservation, the Uruguayan delegation would vote in favour of the...
The meeting rose at 11.40 a.m.